Special Machines ● Injection Molding ● CNC and Micro Machining

CMM Programmer/Quality Inspector
CMM Programmer/Quality Inspector who can demonstrate proficiency in programming, setting
up, and operating CMM machines. This is not a starting position and we are looking for an
innovative candidate who understands time sensitive projects and exudes natural leadership
skills. This position requires a minimum of 5 years’ experience in programming, setting up, and
operating CMM machines daily. The potential candidate will be asked to verify competency by
presenting a portfolio of work and experience. This position is responsible for the efficient
setup and inspection of parts on multiple CMM’s and supporting the manufacturing team from
first article inspection to final inspection. This position will inspect, test, or measure materials,
products, installations, or work for conformance to specifications. This position will lead other
inspectors within the area. This candidate’s experience should include PC-DMIS programming
and proficiency with hand tools.
Experience and Skills Shall Include:
-

-

Programming, Setup, and operation of CMM Machines
Interpreting GD&T and inspecting to the standard
Reading blueprints, data, manuals, or other materials to determine specifications, inspection and
testing procedures, adjustment methods, certification processes, formulas, or measuring
instruments required
PC-DMIS
ERP Software; GlobalShop is a plus
Microsoft Office
The ability to listen and understand information and ideas presented through spoken words and
written sentences
The ability to communicate information and ideas in speaking so others will understand
The ability to maintain a clean, organized, and safe work environment

Burger & Brown Engineering, Inc. is an innovative and growing company. We offer flexible hours
and a climate controlled manufacturing facility. We pride ourselves in the state-of-the-art
machinery we operate and the products/services we supply to industry. We offer an
outstanding benefits package including Health/Dental Insurance, 401k match, and Paid Leave
(Holidays, Vacation, Sick Leave).
All employment offers are contingent upon a pre-employment drug screening.
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